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Konami Gaming, Inc.’s new KX 43™ video slot cabinet, leading 4K resolution game library, and mobile systems
solutions were a key interest at the National Indian Gaming Association’s 34th Annual Tradeshow &
Convention this month in San Diego. Over the course of the two-day event, more than 6,000 tribal leaders and
gaming professionals had the chance to experience Konami’s largest mix of KX 43 game options shown to
date, including several original linked progressive series and compelling brand extensions like Chili Chili Fire
Boosted Wins & Wilds™. Guests also enjoyed access to top-anticipated titles across the Concerto™ collection,
including Thunder Arrow™, Star Watch Jungle™, Treasure Ball™, and a limited release Dragon’s Law™
SeleXion® multi-game pack for its big-screen Opus™ cabinet. In addition, Konami’s SYNKROS® casino
management system was operating live for on-the-spot demos of its award-winning mobile solutions and
more.

With a standard cabinet width, four-times the pixel depth of standard HD, and
leading library of 4K-resolution game themes, Konami’s new KX 43 is designed as
a trim-fit champion for any area of the floor. Its 43-inch, edge-lit portrait screen
carries custom-programed graphic interaction with the LCD button panel, which is
inlaid a relaxed slant top. KX 43 includes the core comforts and conveniences for
today’s players, including USB charging port, dual cup holders, and dual classic
bash buttons.
During NIGA 2019, KX 43 showcased a competitive lineup of launch titles covering
everything from symbol-driven linked progressives to original jackpot bonuses. A
variety of game themes were displayed, all developed in 4K Ultra HD for graphics
that catch attention and celebrate wins with stunning excitement.

KX 43

Reels Up™ is among the linked progressive launch series on Konami’s KX 43
machine. Games in the series feature Reels Up arrow symbol across all reels.
Whenever the arrow symbols appear across Reels 1 and 2, it causes Reel 3 to
expand upward for the chance at various bonus events, depending on the base
game. Reel 4 and Reel 5 also expand up if arrow symbols appear on additional
consecutive reels. Konami’s Reels Up series spans four original base game
options: Vegas Rise, Mayan Times, Expanding Egypt, and Hong Kong Lights.

KX 43

Vegas Rise is among the debut launch themes of Konami’s new Reels Up™ linked
progressive. Whenever the arrows land on reels 1 and 2, it causes reel 3 to
expand upward for the chance to spin a bonus cash reel filled with instant
guaranteed awards. Reel 4 and reel 5 also expand up into independent cash reels
when arrows land in each of the preceding reels. All the bonus cash reels contain
instant credit prize and jackpot opportunities, including the big supreme. Vegas
Rise is multi-denom, integrated linked progressive that compatibly compliments
Mayan Times, Expanding Egypt, and Hong Kong Lights in a variety of available
bank and pod configurations.

KX 43

Mayan Times is another showcase game in Konami’s new Reels Up linked
progressive series. Rather than bonus cash reels, Mayan Times™ features
spinning jackpot wheels as the target outcome of the Reels Up mechanic.
Whenever the arrow symbols land on 2 or more consecutive reels, then latter
reels expand upward to potentially trigger the wheel-spin jackpot bonus. As
players increase their bet amount, greater wheel-spin prizes become available
for the player to unlock, including the $10,000+ linked supreme.

KX 43

Similar to Mayan Times, Expanding Egypt has a Reels Up mechanic that expands
reels 3, 4, and 5 into guaranteed wheel-spin awards spanning credit prize
amounts to the big Supreme. During the free game feature, the game’s standard
3x5 reel frame expands to 4x5 for increased odds of reaching instant wheel-spin
prizes in the Reels Up feature. Expanding Egypt is a multi-denom, 3-level linked
progressive.

KX 43

Hong Kong Lights™ features yet another delivery mechanic for Konami’s new
Reels Up series. If players land 2 or more consecutive arrow symbols, then reels
3, 4, and/or 5 will expand up in a burst of fireworks for a chance at the jackpot
bonus game. In the bonus game, a series of red envelopes are uncovered,

inspired by the Chinese tradition of bestowing monetary gifts in colorful red
envelopes on special occasions. The red envelopes are then opened in a rush of
celebration to award random multipliers, credit prizes, and/or jackpots.

KX 43

Fans of Konami’s proven Solstice Celebration™ Xtra Reward® game can now
enjoy it in 4K with Solstice Celebration Triple Sparkle™. This game amps-up the
popular original with a new symbol-driven progressive jackpot chance, delivered
through a modified Sparkle Feature called the Triple Sparkle Feature. Whenever
framed Action Stacked Symbols® undergo a third transformation, players can win
a Mini bonus, Major bonus, Mega progressive, or large Maxi progressive starting
at $10,000. Solstice Celebration Triple Sparkle can be configured either as a
standalone or linked progressive.

KX 43

Riches with Daikoku Triple Sparkle™ is a compatible linked progressive
compliment to Solstice Celebration Triple Sparkle™. The legendary Japanese god
of wealth and guardian of farmers is larger than life with pin-sharp 4K pop and
precision. Players have the chance to discover four exciting jackpot levels, an
enchanting Triple Sparkle Feature, and a 5-figure Maxi award. Any two or more
full-reel Free Game symbols trigger up to 40 free games, with nudging wild
symbols. Riches with Daikoku Triple Sparkle offers multi-denom options, and can
be configured as a standalone or linked progressive.

KX 43

Among the debut launch series on Konami’s new KX 43 is a 4-level linked
progressive called Ba Fang Jin Bao™. Available Ba Fang Jin Bao base games,
including Abundant Fortune™ and Fortune Totems™, feature a progressive
chance anytime a gold ingot symbol lands on the reels. When the progressive

feature is triggered, 12 gold ingots appear across the screen, which players tap
to reveal a corresponding progressive jackpot prize. When 3 matching jackpot
symbols are uncovered, the player is awarded the corresponding jackpot amount.

KX 43

Fortune Totems is a compatible complement to Abundant Fortunes in the Ba
Fang Jin Bao linked progressive series. During the free games, players select
which picture symbol they wish to become gold for the duration of the feature.
This selected gold symbol appears with nudging stacks and higher payouts. In
addition, the gold symbol has an incrementing multiplier that increases each
time it lands in a winning combination during the free games.

KX 43

Fans of Chili Chili Fire™ can experience the thrill of the mystery Fade Away
Feature™ with an all-new jackpot chance in Konami’s new Chili Chili Fire Boosted
Wins & Wilds symbol-driven linked progressive. When players bet up the button
panel at 180, 360, or 540 credits, they activate an array of boosted potential
wins and wilds in each spin. By betting in the “boosted” range, all wins are
multiplied by 2x, 4x, or 6x. In addition, all neighboring wild symbols become
stacked wilds or stacked wild jackpot symbols. When any stacked jackpot symbol
appears entirely at the end of a spin, the corresponding jackpot is instantly
awarded. Because the Fade Away Feature can randomly eliminate all lowervalue card symbols after any spin—leaving only picture symbols, stacked wilds,
and stacked jackpot symbols—there is a strong anticipation and reward potential
when the Fade Away Feature is triggered.

Konami is bringing top gaming entertainment to the big screen with Concerto
Opus™. Boasting an extra-large, 65-inch 4K Ultra HD display, this super-sized
format makes every win an incredible celebration for players and pairs. Each
machine features a custom-lighted TouchDash™ button deck with dual spin
buttons, dual cup holders, and an optional USB charger. Concerto Opus
showcased a debut lineup of 4K game themes including incredible linked
progressives.

Concerto Opus

Konami’s popular SeleXion multi-game technology and player-favorite Dragon’s
Law series are coming together in an entirely new Dragon’s Law SeleXion pack in
4K Ultra HD. Featured on Opus during NIGA 2019, Dragon’s Law SeleXion
showcases a pair of linked progressive jackpot games, each championed by the
icon long-tailed dragon first popularized on the company’s Podium® cabinet.
In Dragon’s Law Boosted™, players can enjoy the familiar 5-reel game or select
the “BOOSTED” button to double the lines with double the reel frame. In
addition to the random wild feature that players know and love, Dragon’s Law
Boosted™ has a random progressive jackpot chance, including a $5,000+ Maxi.
The SeleXion companion title to Dragon’s Law Boosted is Dragon’s Law Rapid
Fever™, which showcases the popular Dragon’s Law™ mystery wild feature with
fantastic high-reward potential. When the long-tailed dragon randomly flies
down to the reels to scatter extra wild symbols, each wild includes an instant

credit prize, wheel-spin bonus, or progressive jackpot. Players can win multiple
jackpots and/or wheel-spin bonuses in a single spin, and every wheel spin bonus
is guaranteed a prize.

Concerto Opus

Treasure Ball is a one-of-a-kind linked progressive game available on Concerto
Opus. Inspired by the surprising fun of retro coin-operated toy capsule machines,
Treasure Ball can be recognized by its large globe of round mystery prize balls,
which players can redeem and reveal during the bonus. When placed in a bank
configuration, Treasure Ball has a surprising attract feature in which the dragon
flies across all connected machines in gigantic fashion, with a striking roar. This
linked progressive game combines with most any KP3+™ base game, including
Sparkling Roses™, Dragon’s Law Twin Fever™, and Chili Chili Fire.

Concerto Opus

Hao Yun Lai™ is the first ever game to combine the popularity of both Strike
Zone—from games like Star Watch Magma—and the Fade Away Feature—from
games like Chili Chili Fire™—together in one. When any silver trigger symbol
lands within the player’s selected Strike Zone it triggers the Fade Away Feature,
which eliminates all lower-value card symbols and leaves only higher-value
picture symbols for big win combinations. Hao Yun Lai also includes a symboldriven integrated progressive delivered through a new Pop n’ Drop Feature that
involves stacked fireworks that hang in the upper area of the screen. Whenever
6 or more wild symbols land on the reels, and new 1x3 reel set appears with only
blank spaces and painted lanterns. Markings on the lanterns determine which
stacked firecrackers pop and drop instant credit prizes. Three spins are awarded
for each reel, resetting back to 3 anytime a non-blank symbol lands. Players can
advance through additional stacks of credit prizes up to the highest jackpots.

Concerto Opus

Treasure Lounge™ is a 4K Ultra HD integrated jackpot game with an entirely new
play mechanic that doesn’t involve traditional spinning reels. When the player
hits spin, various Tiki symbols slide onto the screen in five columns of random
height. Any columns which are tall enough to reach random credit prizes
displayed in the upper part of the screen then claim those rewards. If a bonus
reel appears in the upper half of the screen, players win either the Tiki Drop
Feature, Tiki Rise Feature, or both combined! In the Tiki Drop feature, additional
Tiki symbols are randomly dropped across the reel frame, and in the Tiki Rise
Feature, stacks of Tiki symbols nudge to the height of the tallest Tiki for added
win potential. Treasure Lounge also includes a multiplier feature, as well as a
wheel spin feature filled with credit prizes and four different jackpot levels.
Depending on the player’s selected bet level, wheel spins are displayed at the
highest part of the reel frame, for users to claim any time a Tiki column reaches
it.

Konami’s curved Concerto Crescent and tall Concerto Stack™ both feature a
stunning 43-inch HD vertical display, with signature Concerto highlights such as
the unique side lighting element and sleek black finish. These single-screen
formats give players exclusive game content designed to optimize the machines’
extra-tall portrait orientation. Concerto Crescent and Stack both maintain a
standard upright base size for flexible configuration across the casino floor.

Concerto Crescent & Stack

Gold of Tenochtitlan is a Stay & Spin™ series game that grants players the
opportunity to fill the screen with instant credit prizes, with the possibility of an
extra $10,000 jackpot award! Anytime a credit prize symbol lands on the first
four reels with a Gold Sun symbol on reel 5, the Stay & Spin bonus feature is
triggered. Blue credit symbols stay fixed, while the remaining positions spin as
independent reels, until all reels are filled with prizes. Any Gold Sun symbols that

land during the bonus feature provide an extra jackpot boost, ranging from $10
to $10,000.

Concerto Crescent & Stack

Pot of Prizes™ is an integrated progressive jackpot game that showcases an
original symbol-driven bonus mechanic. Throughout game play, Prize Pot
symbols appear across all reels. Whenever a Prize Pot symbol lands, the
corresponding position in an upper reel set is activated, with a guaranteed credit
prize, free game award, or jackpot for each Prize Pot symbol. During the free
games, claimed prize positions become fixed and the primary reels change
entirely to Prize Pot symbols and blank spaces, for more prize opportunities. If
the entire reel frame becomes filled will prizes, the player is awarded a jackpot
spin for the Major or Maxi.

Concerto Crescent & Stack

Matsuri Kojiki Sun™ features Konami’s new Fortune Bank™ system, which allows
players to put their in-game win toward a bonus reel frame that includes a
symbol-driven Maxi progressive chance, extra lines, higher return percentage,
and a wild feature in every spin. Throughout game play, all wins in the standard
5-reel game are accumulated in the Fortune Bank (except hand pays). Anytime
the Fortune Bank is above 200 credits, players can activate the Fortune Bank
game for especially high-value reward potential across an expanded 12x4 reel
frame. Matsuri Kojiki Sun features a linked progressive Maxi and standalone
bonus prize. The Maxi is only available during the Fortune Bank game.

Concerto Crescent & Stack

Matsuri Kojiki Moon™ linked progressive is a compatible compliment to Matsuri
Kojiki Sun. Throughout game play, anytime wild symbols and moon hero symbols
fill the reel frame, a standalone bonus prize is awarded. During the Fortune Bank
game, extra stacks of wild symbols fly onto the reels in every spin. If wild
symbols and moon hero symbols fill all reels in the Fortune Bank Game then the
Maxi progressive is awarded. This new integrated linked progressive series from
Konami gives players and additional win experience over and above the initial
award by offering them the opportunity to activate the Fortune Bank bonus
game. Matsuri Kojiki Moon and Matsuri Kojiki Sun are available for Concerto
Crescent and Stack with lighted custom pod fillers.

Concerto Crescent & Stack

The latest addition to Konami’s popular Star Watch series is a 5-reel standalone
jackpot game called Star Watch Jungle. Leveraging Konami’s proven new Strike
Zone™ game mechanic, Star Watch Jungle invites players to activate entire reel
strips from left to right for symbol-driven bonus events by increasing their extra
bet amount. Similar to Star Watch Fire™ and Star Watch Magma™, any prize
symbols that land in the Strike Zone™ award a random credit prize or a wheel
spin bonus with guaranteed Mini, Major, Mega, or Maxi jackpot. A player’s
selected Strike Zone is also active during the free games, where prize symbols
nudge to the fill the entire reel with individual prizes, bonuses, and progressives.

Characterized by a sleek immersive design and backed by the powerful KP3+
platform, Konami’s dual-screen Concerto upright and Slant™ have become the
launch point for a number of top-performing releases from Chili Chili Fire™ to
Sparkling Roses. Concerto’s rich library of original game content continues to

introduce leading entertainment from base game innovations to never-beforeseen jackpot mechanics.

Concerto upright & Slant

Thunder Arrow is a new symbol-driven linked progressive series for Concerto
upright and Slant with a novel Stick & Spin mechanic. In this game series, the
bonus feature begins with instant credit prizes and progressive jackpot symbols
already fixed across the entire reel frame. Blank symbols and glowing target
symbols spin behind the prizes, sending arrows flying whenever a target lands
and awards a corresponding prize. Players are awarded three spins at the start of
the feature and each time a target lands, an extra spin is added back to the
player to continue the feature until no spins remain.

Concerto upright & Slant

Thunder Arrow Jurassic Queen™ is one of several planned base game themes for
this linked series. It features an adventure-driven warrior theme and a boosted
free game feature with extra wilds and trigger symbols added to the reels. The
added triggered symbols that appear in the free games increase players’ odds of
winning the Thunder Arrow jackpot bonus.

Concerto upright & Slant

North Queen™ is another debut base game in Konami’s new Thunder Arrow
series. It is characterized by snowy Nordic Viking theme and the same innovative
Stick & Spin linked progressive feature found in Jurassic Queen. During the free
games, all lower-value card symbols are eliminated, leaving only high-value
picture symbols, wilds, and trigger symbols. In addition, the player is awarded an
increasing scale of bonus multipliers for wins that include the wild symbol. All
Thunder Arrow games feature multi-denom options with scaling jackpots, as well
as the option to configure differing pay percentages by denomination.

Concerto upright & Slant

God of the East™ made its debut this month during NIGA 2019. It features
brilliant Asian art elements, striking symbol art, and sparkling golden hues. In
addition to the Stick & Spin linked progressive feature, God of the East grants the
player a boost of extra wild symbols and trigger symbols during the free games,
for greater potential line wins and jackpot games.

Concerto upright & Slant

Konami’s Money Galaxy™ symbol-driven linked progressive series with three
custom base game themes: Radiant Witch™, Dragon’s Return™, and Pharaoh’s
Power™. All themes are unique multi-denom releases—with original math and
mechanics—but share the same Money Galaxy progressive feature. Throughout
primary play, any three or more bonus prize symbols appearing with a wild
symbol on reel 5 trigger the Money Galaxy feature. As it transitions to the
feature, those positions become fixed while the remaining positions transform to
independently-spinning reels filled with bonus prize amounts, progressives, and
blank spaces. Players are awarded three spins on the bonus reel frame and if all
positions are filled with prizes, they advance to a new round and increasing
potential progressive awards, up to the ultimate linked Maxi jackpot.

Concerto upright & Slant

This 5-reel game has an enchanting hazel-eyed mystic as its hero character. She
acts as the reel 5 trigger symbol during the Money Galaxy Feature and provides
guidance through the feature by resetting the available spins with her magic orb.
During the free games, Radiant Witch™ removes all lower-value card symbols,
leaving only high-value picture symbols and prize symbols, with a greater chance
at the Money Galaxy Feature.

Concerto upright & Slant

Players with a thirst for excitement can champion the hero’s journey in Dragon’s
Return™. When the fire-breathing dragon appears on reel 5 with at least three
prize symbols, the Money Galaxy feature is awarded. The Dragon helps clear the
path ahead by igniting additional free spins when at least one prize symbol lands.
During the free games, additional Dragon trigger symbols are added to the reels
for higher odds at hitting the Money Galaxy Feature.

Concerto upright & Slant

Fans of Konami’s popular Chili Chili Fire will want to keep an eye out for
Pharaoh’s Power™! This game includes a Fade Away Feature™ during the free
games that randomly eliminates lower-value card symbols, leaving only highvalue picture symbols and prize symbols. The Pharaoh’s powerful gaze helps
signal the feature as his eyes alight across the screen and crumble the lower
symbols to pieces! During the Money Galaxy feature, he helps guide players to
additional wins by resetting the available spins with a strike from the growing
red amulet upon his royal headdress.

Concerto upright & Slant

Fans of Konami Gaming, Inc.’s Sparkling Roses™ 15-reel game can experience the
glamour and romance of the popular original with even greater mystery
multipliers in Sparkling Roses Multiplier Blast™. Throughout primary play, bonus
multipliers appear randomly atop high-value picture symbols. Any multipliers
that land are multiplied together for wins up to 300x. Three or more Rose
symbols trigger up to 12 free games, where the mystery multiplier feature is
active in every spin. This original release is available for Concerto upright and
Slant, and is compatible with SeleXion multi-game.

Concerto upright & Slant

The next generation in Konami’s iconic Jackpot Streams™ coin-pusher jackpot
bonus is a 5-level linked progressive called Jackpot Streams Evolution™. This
mystery trigger progressive carries an additional wheel spin bonus and upgraded
jackpot tokens based on extra bet contribution. When the coin-pusher action
begins, players receive a number of upgraded token rewards based on their
extra bet and watch as the action unfolds. Jackpot Streams Evolution combines
with most KP3+ base game themes on Concerto upright and Slant.

Concerto upright & Slant

In Power Boost Inferno™, players increase their odds for the Supreme jackpot up
to 10x through selected extra credit bet contributions. When the mystery-trigger
feature is awarded, a wheel with three levels of increasing prizes emerges from a
lava inferno. According to bet level, players have a number of assigned pointers
that spin around the wheel. With each spin, every pointer will land on a credit
prize, progressive prize, or level up to the next level. The bonus continues until
all pointers have claimed a prize, with the linked Supreme jackpot as the center
top available award.

Konami’s award-winning SYNKROS® casino management system showcased a leading variety of mobile
systems solutions during this year’s NIGA Indian Gaming Show. Throughout the event, SYNKROS was running
live across the Konami booth for guests to explore the latest tools and features first-hand. From “cardless”
player loyalty solutions to mobile dashboard analytics, SYNKROS features a number of leading advancements
designed to empower casino operators with the latest systems tools to benefit their business and customers.

SynkConnect™ is a new “cardless” player tracking convenience. This touchless,
multi-channel solution empowers casino players with a variety of secure
methods to augment or replace a traditional player loyalty card at the EGM,
including their personal mobile device, fobs, a room key, and more. It helps open
up more opportunities for players to connect and engage with property loyalty
programs by combing Near Field Communication (NFC) through a card reader.
For mobile cardless connection, players simply tap a personal smartphone device
at the zone of the card reader bezel and the card reader changes color to
indicate blue for inactive/uncarded connection, green for successful active
connection, or red for misread/failed connection.
Konami has also developed SynkConnect Mobile as a robust mobile application
to give players all the benefits of touchless authentication. This cardless player
tracking convenience empowers players to login to any equipped EGM through
the app and enjoy all the tools to view and manage their loyalty account from
anywhere. Properties can customize the SynkConnect app options to mirror the
property brand or link it with an existing app.
Konami’s SynkConnect helps transform how casino players connect and engage
with the casino’s loyalty program using the technology conveniences already
interlaced through their daily life and the guest experience. With more new ways
for players to connect, SynkConnect helps eliminate barriers caused by
dependence on traditional loyalty cards and increase “carded” play activity
through a number of convenient methods of authentication.

Konami’s SYNKROS casino management system is bringing business analytics to a
greater level of on-the-go mobility and visualization with its all-new SYNKdot™
featuring expectation-based mobile dashboards. SYNKdot is an online
application designed to give its users a simple visual interface to view real-time
data on how the casino is performing based on customizable operational
parameters for the property as a whole and broken down into differing
specialties or areas. In a single glance, SYNKdot gives casino managers and
executives a breakdown of the casino’s current status through backend
performance indicators and metrics.
###

